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Dangers of Using ‘Optimal’ Cutpoints in the
Evaluation of Cyclical Prognostic Factors
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Abstract

It is common strategy in medical research to categorize a continuous
covariable before evaluating its prognostic impact on clinical outcome. In
most cases the covariable is divided into just two groups. The chosen
cutpoint is either a value already published in other studies, or a certain
sample quantile like the median, or a so-called ‘optimal cutpoint’, that is the
value which corresponds to the most significant relation with outcome.
Because the multiple testing problem is often ignored, the term ‘optimal’ is
misleading in this context. Altman et al. (1994) suggest that the method be
called the ‘minimum P-value approach’ instead, and present simulation and
asymptotic results of the inflation of the type I error rate.

Recently the influence of menstrual status at the time of surgery on the
prognosis of women suffering from breast cancer was discussed in the
medical literature. Although the paper which triggered the discussion,
reported a high relative risk for death in patients who underwent breast
cancer surgery during the perimenstrual period, almost all of the
subsequently published work could not confirm this result in retrospective
studies.

The menstrual status at the time of breast cancer surgery is a cyclical
covariable. Its splitting into two segments is a similar strategy of analysis
like the categorization of a continuous covariable. In the case that this
splitting is based on a minimum P-value search, the problem of multiple
testing has to be taken into account, too. Following Altman et al. (1994), a
simulation study was performed to gain some insight into the relation of the
actual versus nominal type I error rate with regard to the breast cancer
example.
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1 Introduction

It was suggested by Hrushesky et al. (1989) that the menstrual status at the time of
surgery could be a potential prognostic factor for survival of premenopausal
women suffering from breast cancer. In particular, surgery during the
perimenstrual period (days 1-6 and 21-36 after the last menstrual period) was
found to be more hazardous than during the mid-cycle (days 7 to 20). This result
caught the attention of oncologists and surgeons, since the suggested new risk
factor can be determined and controlled in an easy and cheap way. Patients would
have better chances for survival just by adequately timing their surgery.

Unfortunately this finding could not be repeated in other retrospectively
reviewed data sets, see references in McGuire (1991) or Tempfer et al. (1996).
Taking into account the probable publication bias, we can reasonably assume that
there are even more negative results arround, which editors of medical journals
have refused to publish due to lack of power. Somewhat simplifying, we could
conclude that Hrushesky et al. (1989) was a false positive result, which we expect
to occur under the null hypothesis of “no menstrual cycle effect“ on an average in
one out of twenty cases just by chance, when using a significance level of five
percent.

In the meantime an additional study suggested that time of surgery in days 3 to
12 of the menstrual cycle leads to a poorer prognosis within premenopausal breast
cancer patients. In addition, several pathophysiological mechanisms which could
possibly account for this findings have been discussed. Again, this could not be
confirmed by other studies, although yet another team of physicians claimed that
surgery done on days 7 to 14 from the start of the last menstrual period should be
avoided within a certain subgroup of the patients, that is, patients with metastatic
disease in the axillary lymph nodes (usually termed “node-positive“).

All these rather contradictory findings in mind, McGuire (1991) mentioned
two important issues. First, he pointed out the retrospective nature of all the
analyses. Unbalanced patients characteristics, confounding treatment effects,
follow-up bias, and so forth, can lead to inconsistent, biased and spurious results.
Secondly, he posed the question for the validity of the statistical techniques used
to analyse the data sets in question. In particular, he addressed the problem of so-
called “optimal cutpoint“ analysis. That is, trying various menstrual cycle
segmentations in search for significance. If such a procedure is applied without
properly dealing with the inevitably arising multiple testing problem, the actual
false positive error rate will be much higher than the chosen significance level
reported in the study.

This paper will examine McGuire’s (1991) statistical concerns in greater
detail. In Section 2 the multiple testing problem of “optimal cutpoint“ search for a
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simple continuous covariate will be studied in the context of survival analysis
according to Altman et al. (1994). A simulation study will by designed to adapt for
the fact that menstrual cycle is a cyclical covariate. The simulation results will be
described in Section 3. The outcome of an “optimal cutpoint“ search in a real data
set of 149 patients will be adjusted according to the findings of this simulation
study. In Section 4, further aspects of the problem will be mentioned and
discussed.

2 Methods

The main aim of a considerable number of oncological research papers is to
investigate the importance of potential prognostic factors on a failure time
outcome variable like overall survival or disease free survival. If such a factor is
measured on a continuous scale, then in most cases it will be categorized into two
or more groups. Categorization enables researchers to avoid strong assumptions
about the relation between covariable and outcome variable, but at the expense of
throwing away information, Altman et al. (1994). The information loss is naturally
greatest with only two groups, but this approach is most common. In the
following, the validity of this analysis technique will not be questioned anymore
until the discussion in Section 4.

The most wide-spread methods to choose a cutpoint are: (i) Use a value
already published in other studies, (ii) use a certain sample quantile like the
median, or (iii) use a so-called ‘optimal cutpoint’, that is the value which
corresponds to the most significant relation with outcome. The latter has become
quite popular among clinical researchers. This has to be considered unfortunate,
since the accompanying multiple testing problem will be ignored in general. Due
to the term ‘optimal‘, this questionable method is often considered superior by
non-statisticians. Altman et al. (1994) suggest that the method be called the
‘minimum P-value approach’ instead.

The minimum P-value approach requires the choice of a selection interval. The
selection interval is characterized by the proportion ε  of smallest and largest
values of the continuous covariate that are not considered as potential cutpoints.
The cutpoint is varied systematically within the selection interval, a P-value is
computed for each cutpoint, and the cutpoint with the smallest P-value is chosen
eventually. The different test statistics involved are not independent so that the
well-known Bonferroni-Holm correction (Holm, 1979) is not adequate to deal with
the multiple testing problem. The inflation of the type I error rate for the logrank
test has been studied using theoretical arguments (Lausen and Schumacher, 1992)
and simulation studies (Hilsenbeck et al., 1992, Altman et al., 1994). The logrank
test has been studied since it is standard choice for testing group differences in
survival times outcome variables.
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Lausen and Schumacher (1992) showed that the maximum of the absolute
value of the standardized logrank statistic converges in distribution to the
supremum of the absolute value of a standardized Brownian bridge. Their
theoretical considerations and some earlier results of Miller and Siegmund (1982)
allow a correction, valid for large sample sizes, of the minimal P-value to allow
for the multiple testing. If minP  denotes the minimum P-value of the logrank

statistic, the corrected P-value, corP , can be obtained as follows:
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quantile of the standard normal distribution. According to Altman et al. (1994),
there are simpler approximations available in the case of small minimum P-values,
that is, 1.00001.0 min << P , specifically,

( )minmincor ln35.2163.1 PPP +−≈ , for 10.0=ε
( )minmincor ln65.1113.3 PPP +−≈ , for 05.0=ε

These formulas and the simulation results show that there is an increase in the
actual false-positive error rate when the selection interval is increased, that is,
when the proportion ε  is decreased. The simulations results further show that
there is hardly any dependence on sample size, see Altman et al. (1994).

The time from the start of the last menstrual period is a cyclical covariable,
and the above results can not be applied. A simulation study was designed to
overcome this problem. At first, we have to adapt the definition for a selection
interval. When categorizing a cyclical covariable by forming two groups, then two
cutpoints have to be chosen. The first cutpoint marks both the beginning of the
first segment and the end of the second segment on the circle, whereas the second
cutpoints marks the end of the first and the beginning of the second segment,
respectively. It follows that the selection interval on a circle is characterized by the
proportion circleε  of the minimum segment length allowed.

We used randomly generated exponentially distributed survival data, assuming
all patients have a constant hazard of failure over time. A constant menstrual cycle
length of 28 days was assumed and a menstrual cycle value between 1 and 28 days
was randomly assigned to every survival time. The sample size (n=140, n=280,
n=1400), the amount of censoring (33% and 67%), and the minimum selection
interval (7 days and 14 days) were varied. Subsequently, 2000 simulated samples
were generated for each of these 12 different scenarios.

If we use a minimum length of the selection interval of 14 days, then there will
be 14 non-redundant partitions of the 28 days long menstrual cycle. That is, we
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can test partition (1-14) vs. (15-28), (2-15) vs. (16-1) and so on until (14-27) vs.
(28-13). Note that the partitions (15-28) vs. (1-14), (16-1) vs. (2-15) until (28-13)
vs. (14-27) are redundant here. In the case we use a minimum segment length of 7
days, there are 210 different partitions possible. That is, we can test all 28 (7:21)-
days partitions, then all 28 (8:20)-days partitions and so on until all 14 non-
redundant (14:14)-days partitions.

All calculations were done by using the SAS statistical software system (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA, 1990).

3 Results

The results of the simulation study to determine the amount of type I error in a
multiple testing situation, designed as an analogue to the menstrual cycle, are
shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the amount of type I error applying a
minimum selection interval of 14 days. In Table 2 this interval was decreased to 7
days.

Table 1: Effect of the minimum P-value approach on the false-positive error rate for a
minimum selection interval of 14 days. The nominal significance levels shown are 1%,

5%, and 10%. The results are based on 2000 simulated samples each.

Proportion of false-positive results observed

Sample size
Percentage
censored

Nominal
01.0=α

Nominal
05.0=α

Nominal
10.0=α

140 33% 0.069 0.27 0.46

140 67% 0.073 0.29 0.47

280 33% 0.073 0.27 0.49

280 67% 0.081 0.28 0.48

1400 33% 0.072 0.27 0.45

1400 67% 0.074 0.27 0.46

We further used the results of the simulation study to correct for the multiple
testing of a minimum P-value search in an actual data set. One hundred and forty-
nine Austrian patients suffering from breast cancer were included in the study. The
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median follow-up time was 46.4 months. During the observation period, 50
patients showed recurrence of disease. Patients with menstrual status at the time of
surgery greater then 28 days were given a value of 28 days.

Table 2: Effect of the minimum P-value approach on the false-positive error rate for a
minimum selection interval of 7 days. The nominal significance levels shown are 1%,

5%, and 10%. The results are based on 2000 simulated samples each.

Proportion of false-positive results observed

Sample size
Percentage
censored

Nominal
01.0=α

Nominal
05.0=α

Nominal
10.0=α

140 33% 0.25 0.63 0.83

140 67% 0.27 0.63 0.84

280 33% 0.25 0.63 0.84

280 67% 0.24 0.63 0.83

1400 33% 0.23 0.60 0.81

1400 67% 0.23 0.62 0.82

To evaluate the prognostic value of menstrual status at the time of surgery on
disease-free survival, a minimum P-value search with a minimum segment length
of 7 days was applied. That is, 210 logrank tests were performed. The “best“ result
found was a P-value of 0.011 with a corresponding bipartition of the menstrual
cycle of (14-21) vs. (22-13), with a higher risk for recurrence of disease in
segment (14-21). Note that by coincidence this uncorrected result would have
closed the circle of suggested surgery times to avoid, see Section 1.

The distribution of 2000 minimum P-values found by simulation (sample size
140=n , 67% censoring, minimum segment length of 7 days) was used to obtain an

approximative corrected P-value of 0.28 for the minimum P-value of 0.011 found
in the actual data set, see Tempfer et al. (1996) and Haeusler et al. (1996).

4 Discussion

The results of Tables 1 and 2 are impressive. If a nominal significance level of 5%
and a minimum segment length of 14 days is chosen, then approximately one
quarter of all results will be false-positive under the null hypothesis of no
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menstrual cycle effect. This proportion increases to approximately six out of ten, if
the minimum segment length is decreased to 7 days. If observed P-values are in
the interval [0.05, 0.10], then physicians will tend to call such a result a “trend“.
Having the results of Table II in mind, we have to consider all those researchers
"unlucky", who are not able to discover at least some sort of “trend“ in their data
set by applying the uncorrected minimum P-value approach.

Tables 1 and 2 further show that the inflation of the type I error rate does not
depend on the sample size. Also, no dependence on the censoring percentage could
be detected. Besides that, it has been shown in Section 3 by way of example that
the results of the simulation study can be easily used to correct the minimum P-
values found in actual data sets.

In conclusion, there are some further points which should be mentioned:

• Are we measuring the menstrual status in a correct fashion? Instead of just
counting the days since the last menstrual period, we could consider the
fraction of menstrual status divided by the woman's usual menstrual cycle
length to be a more accurate measure of the phenomenon. We could even think
of using clinical laboratory methods to determine the actual menstrual status as
accurately as possible.

• As in Lausen and Schumacher (1992) for a simple continuous covariate,
theoretical considerations could be carried out to find an asymptotic formula to
correct the minimum P-value of the logrank statistic for a cyclical covariate.

• If we use a cyclical covariate categorized by a minimum P-value search as the
predictor in a Cox model, what is the effect on the corresponding regression
coefficient? It seems to be quite obvious that we are overestimating it, but to
which extent? A starting point for an investigation of this question could be
Lausen and Schumacher (1995).

• The estimated cutpoint location of a minimum P-value search may be biased
caused by sample size effects. Abel et al. (1984), and Abel and Berger (1986)
suggested a simple method to overcome this problem in the case of an ordinary
continuous covariate. Further research could be done to adapt their approach
for a cyclical covariate.

• Besides all the popularity of dichotomizing continuous covariables by
minimum P-value search in the medical literature, there are concerns among
statisticians that, without biological indications of the actual existence of a
cutpoint, the application of such an approach has to be considered
methodologically inferior and should therefore be avoided. It seems to be
desirable for clinical investigators to report statistical analyses with the
covariables treated as continuous variables, applying smoothing or related
techniques to explore the relationship with the clinical outcome. Confidence
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bands should be added. These suggestions are also valid for cyclical
covariables.

• When we consider the application of a cutpoint search within a continuous
covariable to be a reasonable task, we should always take into account the
possibility that more than just one cutpoint exists in reality. Furthermore, we
should consider eliminating the potential influence of other prognostic factors
on our search result, that is, we should perform the cutpoint search within the
framework of a multiple regression model. Such a procedure can be seen to be
equivalent to the knot placement problem with regression splines, see Heinzl
(1994). Again, these suggestions can be adapted for cyclical covariables also.

• All the clinical studies mentioned have been of a retrospective nature. As
already mentioned in Section 1, potential sources of bias of such studies are
numerous. A valid way to overcome this problem is the following. If there are
enough biological indications and potential explanations that there may be a
relationship between menstrual status at the time of surgery and survival, then
a randomized prospective study should be carried out. McGuire (1991) puts it
in more drastic words: “In summary, low tide or high tide, I don’t know, but
let’s find out.“ Until now the author is aware of only one randomized
prospective study in progress, where the menstrual status at the time of surgery
has been added to the list of potential prognostic factors to examine (Myles,
1996).

Finally, it should never be forgotten that behind oncological data there is the
enormous distress of the patients and their relatives. To perform clinical studies in
an appropriate and responsible way is a challenge for both scientific and ethical
reasons.
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